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Abstract
Many organisations jumped on the bandwagon
and implemented conversational agents (CAs) as a
new communication channel. Customers benefit from
shorter resolution times, ubiquitous availability, and
consistent and compliant responses. However,
despite the hype around CAs and the various benefits
for customers, we know little about the effects of
external facing CAs on the human workforce. This is
crucial to better manage the possible changes in the
work organisation. Adopting a critical realist stance
and using the lens of technology affordances we
explore a) why users increasingly actualize CA
affordances and b) the first and second-hand effects
of affordance actualisation on customers and human
employees. We conducted semi-structured interviews
with 18 experts in the field and introduce the term
affordance effects pairs describing the relationships
between the first and second-hand effects. We further
explain which generative mechanisms lead to an
increasing actualization of affordances and the
associated effects.

1. Introduction
“By 2020, customers will manage 85% of their
relationship with the enterprise without interacting
with a human” [1]. Today, conversational agents
(CAs) which are dialogue systems that simulate
human conversations using text or spoken language
[2] are a popular means to automate the interactions
between customers and the organisation.
Organisations across various industries such as
retail, insurance, telecommunication, healthcare, and
banking, have capitalized on the vast improvement in
CAs over the last few years and have implemented
the technology in their customer service operations
[3, 4]. One major reason for this was that Microsoft
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and Facebook developed frameworks that allowed
the integration of chatbots in their messaging
platforms [5]. This integration represented a huge
opportunity for companies as they can embed their
CAs in existing social media platforms that most of
their customers were already using.
CAs offer different functionalities than traditional
technologies such as natural language understanding,
natural language creation, friendliness, emotional
cues etc. [6, 7]. Particularly, the human-like features
of CAs lead to new use practices and challenges
when people interact with these technologies in
comparison to traditional technologies. Despite the
huge adoption of CAs we know little about why
people use the different functionalities of CAs and
what potential effects they have.
To improve our understanding, we adopt the lens
of technology affordances [8-10]. Technology
affordances are potentials for action that might be
actualised or not depending on the user’s skills and
intentions [10, 11]. This lens is suitable as it reduces
the “repeating decomposition problem” [10] that
often occurs when analysing technical objects. By
analysing the characteristics and goals of a user
group we can sharply limit the range of properties
examined. Therefore, although the technology might
have many structural features or technology
properties [10] that could lead to various effects, not
all of them are “afforded”. Consequently, which
affordance effects materialize depends on each
individual user and if they perceive and actualise the
technology affordances of CAs [12].
While we know that CAs can provide an engaging
and interactive customer experience [13, 14] and
therefore improve customer satisfaction, we know
little about the effects on the human workforce. This
knowledge is crucial to better prepare human
employees for a possible change in their work
practices and processes. Lack of transparency could
lead to a violation of the psychological contract [15]
resulting in decreasing work performance. The goal
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of this paper is to understand a) why different
affordances of CAs are actualized and b) the effects
not just on the immediate user but also on the
employees. Hereby, we respond to a call for future
research from Leidner et al. [16] to explore the
second hand effects of technology affordances to
provide a more holistic picture on the effects after
actualisation.

2. Theoretical background
2.1. Conversational agents
In the literature we see a plethora of different
terms such as chatbots, digital assistants, cognitive
assistants, digital employees and many more [5, 17],
which differ in terms of capabilities, interaction
medium (voice, text, symbols) and task range. We
use the umbrella term conversational agents (CAs)
[6] which are defined as “systems that mimic human
conversation using text or spoken language” [2,
p.1248]. To narrow the scope of our research we only
focus on external facing CAs that mainly interact
with customers and are implemented to improve the
customer experience.
Although the first chatbot named ELIZA was
already developed in 1966 by Joseph Weizenbaum
[18] technological advances in voice recognition,
natural language processing, and machine learning
[2], drove the presence of universal chat platforms
with socialbots such as Facebook messenger and
Google Alto [19]. CAs are now deployed in various
industries ranging from education, finance, insurance
and healthcare, especially in the field of mental
health [4].
CAs have the potential to fulfil customer
expectations of 24/7 access, speed, personalisation,
and service quality and can provide an interactive and
engaging customer experience [13] due to their
ubiquitous availability, scalability, natural language
processing capabilities and emotional cues. CAs can
be leveraged along the whole customer journey. They
can engage the customer as soon as she lands on the
website by sending a welcome message, it can
suggest products based on specific user needs,
respond to the most common customer queries in a
structured way and record customer satisfaction with
suggestions and complaints [20]. Especially
information quality, system quality and service
quality of chatbots have a significant positive effect
on customer experience, but these effects are
negatively moderated by perceived risk [14]. CAs
have the potential to allow customer service agents to
provide a better customer service experience by

reducing their wait time and preserving their insights
from past experiences that can be leveraged in future
applications [21]. While literature suggests that
internal facing CAs that assist employees could lead
to higher efficiency, engagement, morale and
productivity among employees [22], we know little
about the effects of external facing CAs on
employees. Despite the debate around “robots
replacing humans” there is a lack of empirical
evidence on the effects of CAs on the human
workforce in academic journals [23]. This study
should be a first step in addressing this gap.

2.2. Theory of technology affordance
The notion of affordances was coined by Gibson
[24] derived from the verb “to afford” meaning to
allow, manage or bear something [25]. Ecological
psychology research built on this term and claimed
that an affordance is not just a property of the object
itself but of the relationship between an object and an
actor and creates an opportunity for action. Hutchby
[26] emphasizes the relational character of
affordances and states that “the affordance of an
object may be different for one species than for
another” (p.448). Affordances can be enabling or
constraining [26]. Enabling affordances make a
particular action possible for a specific structureactor relationship [27], while constraining
affordances prevent or complicate the action [26].
In the IS field, this theoretical lens has also been
applied e.g. in the following studies [9, 10, 28] and
its definition adapted. Volkoff and Strong [27] define
affordances as “the potential for behaviours
associated with achieving an immediate concrete
outcome and arising from the relationship between an
object (e.g., an IT artifact) and a goal-oriented actor
or actors.” (p.823)
Affordances are the possibilities of the actor to
use these IT features or a combinations of those
depending on their goals, abilities, and lines of
actions [29]. Which of these features are actualised is
in the disposition of the actors themselves. In order to
explore the effects of CA affordances we build on
Bernhard et al. [12]’s framework which distinguishes
between
affordances
existence,
perception,
actualisation and effect. While affordance existence
depends on the object’s properties with causal
potential and the users’ goal and expertise, the user
first needs to perceive the affordance before being
able to actualize it. The actualization of the
affordance is the process of executing the affordance
that leads to intended effects of the user and the
designer of the artefact as well as unintended effects
[10]. The affordance effect is an empirical result [30]
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of the actualisation and can lead to immediate
outcomes in the short run and ultimate organisational
goals in the long run [31]. Leidner et al. [16] showed
that the actualization of affordances from the users in
their case new hires had effects on them but also on
the middle management and non-users. They coined
these effects first- and second-hand effects. Hence,
while first-hand effects are those directly experienced
by the user who actualizes the technology affordance,
second-hand effects are those perceived by other
stakeholders that were not directly involved in the
actualization.
Exploring Slack chatbots, Stoeckli et al. [32]
found functional affordances related to receiving
information and outcomes of automated workflows,
functional affordances related to getting and setting
triggers and reminders, functional affordances related
to queries and invocations within Slack channels and
functional affordances related to the enrichment of
messages We want to build on this study of CA
affordances and respond to Leidner et al. [16] call to
explore the effects of the actualisation of CA
affordances on the customers and human employees.
Besides the effect of the actualized affordances
we want to explore why people leverage them with
the help of generative mechanisms. Generative
mechanisms are causal structures that generate
observable events [33]. In our case the observed
events are the actualisations of affordances and we
look at action-formation mechanisms that explain
“how a specific combination of individuals desires,
beliefs and action opportunities generate a specific
action” [34, p. 23]. Generative mechanisms are
therefore a suitable means to explain why customers
actualize the different CA affordances in order to
achieve positive effects.

3. Methodology
To accomplish our research objectives, we
applied a qualitative research approach building on
the philosophical underpinnings of critical realism
[35]. Critical realism focuses on the real problem and
the underlying causes or mechanisms and does not
aim to uncover and develop general laws [36]. As we
want to explore the generative mechanisms why
different technology affordances are actualized and
which effects they evoke, we deem critical realism as
suitable.
Between March and November 2018, we
conducted semi-structured interviews [37] with 18
developers of CAs, managers of organizations that
sell CAs as a service, and organizations that have
implemented CAs, and experts in the field of AI and
CAs in New Zealand (13), USA (4), and Australia

(1). We achieved demographic diversity by
interviewing ten men and eight women in an age
range from 25 – 55 years old from different cultural
backgrounds.
Selected
interviewees
had
comprehensive knowledge of the overall vision of the
CA projects. Most of them were involved in the
development, managing or overseeing of the
implementation at their company or in customer
companies. Moreover, affected employees reported to
them when bugs, issues, or other noteworthy events
occurred. Hence, the selected interviewees could
provide a comprehensive bigger picture of the CAs in
use and hence are suitable to answer the interview
questions. We followed the dramaturgical model of
qualitative interviews by Myers and Newman [38]
and a semi-structured approach [37]. We asked
questions about the reasons why companies
implement CAs, the benefits and challenges of CAs,
which tasks the CAs perform, the effects on the
human employees’ work processes and practices,
how customers use the CAs and the emotional
reaction of human employees and customers towards
CAs. However, we remained open to any new
perspectives from the participants.
The interviews took between 30 to 90 minutes
and were conducted either face to face or via Skype.
All interviews were conducted by the first and second
author. The interview guideline was developed by the
research team and went through two iterative circles.
The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed,
and the data analysis occurred in two major phases.
In line with many other IS studies that follow a
critical realist stance, we applied the abductive logic
[39, 40]. The goal of abductive theorizing is to find
the best explanation. It usually starts with an
incomplete set of observations and ends with the
delineation of an explanatory hypothesis which fits
an organized set of patterns [41].
In the first phase, two of the authors conducted a
thematic analysis [42] using NVIVO 12 as software
tool that supported the process. After familiarizing
ourselves with the data by reading the transcripts or
listening to the audio files again, we started the
coding process using initial codes [42]. These codes
emerged from the data and were reviewed. In the
next round, we developed and validated themes by
iterating through codes and themes in discussions
with the entire research team. In the second phase, we
identified the theory of technology affordances [28]
as the most suitable lens to explain the patterns we
have found in the data. We then went back and forth
between theory and data following the abductive
logic and tried to find the best explanation of a) the
generative mechanisms that lead people to actualize
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the affordances and b) the effects of the affordances
on customers and human employees.

4. Findings and Discussion
Based on our data analysis, we identified three
first order affordances that allow the actualisation of
second-order affordances and their first and secondhand effects on customers and employees (see Table
1). Next, we explain for each affordance the typical
user intentions and characteristics and their
generative mechanisms. To protect anonymity, all
company and CA names were pseudonymized.

4.1. Self-servicing
Self-servicing describes an affordance that users
actualize to get their questions answered or tasks fulfilled,
which they couldn’t do without a counterpart.
Respondents who were time conscious, impatient,
and were busy during normal working hours
perceived and actualized the affordance of selfservicing. We have identified two underlying
generative mechanisms that drive self-servicing
through a CA to achieve the first order effects. First,
people nowadays experience ubiquitous connectivity
meaning that they can be constantly connected to the
Internet independent of time and location [43].
Therefore, they can talk to a CA if they have any
questions or a problem that needs to be solved
anytime and everywhere. Second, people expect
instant gratification [44]. Due to the access of
information and knowledge everywhere and anytime,
people expect to get their questions answered
immediately and not wait for a suitable customer
service employee to get back to them. This need for
instant gratification is emphasized by Brad the
product owner of the chatbot Sophie that was
implemented in the Insurance company WHYB who
replied the following when asked who uses Sophie,
“Everyone. Fundamentally, customers of any age just
want their question answered quickly. So if this does
it for them in a way that’s better than other options,
they will go for it irrespective of whether they are 1
or 80. They just want the answer.”
Actualizing this first level affordance allows the
person to realize second-order affordances, which our
respondents viewed as the instantaneous solving of
fact-based questions and executing tasks.
Most CAs are programmed to solve fact-based
questions like “what is an excess” or “do you cover
knees or shoulders” in an insurance context where
they pull the information from an integrated database.
Customers often do not want to go through the

extensive list of FAQs and generally prefer asking
the CA to get the answer instantaneously. More
sophisticated CAs can provide answers based on the
analysis of the provided facts of the users. A logistics
firm, Logistics Pro, implemented a chatbot that has
the following functionality: “we are in the
executing/performance task. Can you track my
package, where is the next pickup location, can I
make a delivery change, how much is it to send it
from zip code A to B? The CA can identify the closest
Logistics Pro location depending on the user’s
position. Further, it can calculate the costs of how
much it is to send a package from one specific
location to another. In these cases, the CA executes
tasks and needs to have analytical capabilities that the
user can actualize. As CAs develop advanced
capabilities and are integrated with other automation
technologies such as Robotic Process Automation
(RPA), they can execute more complex tasks more
effectively and efficiently. Lisa an IT consultant
explains that they could reduce the resolution time of
the insurance claim process from 48 to 4 hours which
led to an improvement in customer experience and
freeing up human resources, who could then focus on
relationship building and personalized customer care.
The actualization of the affordances results in
shorter resolution times, improved customer service,
higher convenience, and cost and efforts savings
which ultimately leads to higher customer
satisfaction. Brad explains “We track customer
satisfaction through using NPS data so whenever a
customer has an interaction with us we survey them
to understand what worked and what didn’t. we have
seen that customer who self-service digitally have a
higher satisfaction than those who come through our
call centre for example.” CAs still fail and may not
understand what is being asked of them and may
even provide incorrect resolutions leading to
customer
frustrations.
Managing
customer
expectations is critical. Users often expect CAs to be
much more skilled with a broader knowledge base
than they actually have. After examining the
interaction logs, Nathan the product owner of a
chatbot in a large engineering and advisory company
says that customers drop out after the third question
due to frustration: “ [customers] get really frustrated
- so we get a surprising number of people who'll drop
out after the third question that seems to be the
kicker. You know, we can't even hold their attention
for 45 seconds”. Actualizing the first and second
order affordances does not just lead to positive and
negative effects for the customers but also for
employees.
The increase in self-servicing customers leads to a
reduction of the often mundane and repetitive tasks
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for the customer service employees, as these can be
taken over by the CA. Employees can now focus on
the complex cases that are more interesting to solve
and that require a broader knowledge field as well as
contextualized information and empathy. This shift
from highly repetitive to more demanding and
interesting cases could lead to higher employee
satisfaction and a higher employee retention rate
which is crucial as employee turnover is a big
problem in the customer service industry. On the
other hand, as CAs become more sophisticated they
will encroach on tasks that were reserved for humans.
Therefore, the increased actualization of the selfservicing affordance of CAs also leads to a threat of
job loss for customer service employees.
Implementing CAs can lead to work redesign,
restructuring and even downsizing of the workforce.
This is emphasized by Lucy the HR manager of one
of the global leaders of computer hardware and
software. “so when we went to our new HR model
which was April 2017, there was a reduction in
headcount […], but there was also a complete
restructure of what we did, how we did it. Part of that
was enabled because we had a CA-enabled first line
advice for our managers and our people so that they
could go to a bot before they could track us down.”
CAs do not just impact the existing workforce but
also future hires. The product manager of a company
that creates digital employees explains: “but you're
also eliminating job openings, you know, like let's say
a company wasn't looking to replace their contact
centre staff but they bring in digital employees to fill
in a role that would normally be fulfilled by a person.
So therefore the people they were going to hire are
no longer going to be hired.”

4.2. Simulating a human-like interaction
This affordance allows people to engage in a
caring,
(non)task-oriented
communication.
Customers enjoy interacting with CAs due to their
anthropomorphic attributes such as natural language
understanding, personality and empathetic cues.
Customers actualize the technology affordance
simulating a human-like interaction and engage so
much in the conversation that they even start arguing
with the CA about spelling and grammar as Jacob
noted. ”And someone was trying to make a booking
and was trying to fly to Illinois but then got in an
argument with Tony because they didn't believe
Illinois should have two ll.”
Customers that actualize the technology
affordance of simulating a human-like experience are
usually technology enthusiasts and curious to try it
out as a new communication channel. We identified

three generative mechanisms that can explain why
this affordance results in such outcomes. First, we
observed a sharp rise in mental health issues over the
last decade [45]. However, the required medical
resources are often not available or too costly [46].
On the other hand, 5.1 billion people have
smartphones [47] and 4.4 billion people are active
internet users (58% global pop.) which allows to
leverage medical online advice especially through
CAs. Second, more and more people suffer from
loneliness in our hyper-connected world [48] and
therefore search for friendship, devotion and love on
the internet. Missing friendship and affection in the
physical world drives a lot of people online [49] and
a CA with human-like attributes could be a perfect
substitute for the lack of human interaction offline.
Third, many people nowadays experience so called
micro-boredom [43] and escape in the virtual world.
Alternatively, they can chit-chat with a CA and spend
their time talking to a computer system. People are
embarrassed to talk about their personal issues with
customer service employees and therefore, disclose
much more information about themselves when they
can keep their anonymity [50]. The CA is therefore a
preferable mean to get answers on embarrassing
topics without disclosing their real identity.
Through the actualization of simulating a humanlike interaction second-order affordances can be
actualized such as help-seeking for personal issues,
socializing, mitigating boredom and leveraging
anonymity. One of the most promising use cases of
CAs is in the healthcare sector to fight mental
illnesses such as depression or obsessive compulsory
behaviour. The chief clinical officer Loreen of a notfor-profit organization that offers mental support
through the CA “Angel” noted that an increasing
number of people are struggling with mental diseases
and there are not enough resources to help all of
them. She elaborates “there are many barriers that
people experience all over the world in getting to one
of these skilled clinicians. There is cost barriers,
racial barriers, they cannot take the time from work,
transportation barriers, etc.” Clients can access CAs
24/7 and especially at night, when access to human
resources is limited as outlined by Loreen “we find
that many people log into Angel in the middle of the
night when their symptoms are striking them. And
they get real time help in the moment with their
symptoms. And you don't need to wait until
traditional business hours to speak to someone or to
remember to tell what they were experiencing. They
can do that right there in the moment.” (Loreen)
Clients chat to a CA when they are bored. Jacob
shared an interaction log he came across. “I'm bored
what are you doing? And Tony (the chatbot) is like
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oh can I help and they are like nah I'm just having a
chat.” Clients feel more comfortable discussing
sensitive topics with CAs for the perception that they
will not be judged and the interaction is anonymous.
Therefore, it is often a balance for CA designers to
make the CA human-like enough that people have an
enjoyable natural conversation, whilst at the same
time making it identifiable as a machine as people
enjoy the anonymity associated with it.
Brad explains “But not with a chatbot, people are
really open because it’s kind of anonymous. It’s a
computer so people are really open about "I’ve got
this thing, is it covered" which you might not ask a
salesperson on the phone because its person who
might judge you. There is an interesting balance
between humanising a chatbot and making sure it is
very clearly a robot so people do feel comfortable
opening up and they will engage.”
Through the actualization of the first and second
order affordances customers experience many
benefits such as a personalized interaction and
advice, a counterpart to talk to mitigate loneliness
and boredom, receiving advice on embarrassing
topics that they do not dare to discuss with a human
agent and first and foremost an enjoyable interaction
with accurate and consistent responses. Due to the
perceived anonymity when talking to a CA, clients
can get questions answered that they would feel
embarrassed to ask a human agent and therefore get
better advice that fits their exact circumstances.
The skill of building empathetic relationships
used to be solely reserved to human employees. The
capability of expressing social and emotional cues
allows CAs to also build engaging interactions.
However, there are still instances where human
interactions are preferred. As Jacob notes “When
things go wrong you don't really want to talk to a
machine, it doesn't matter how friendly the machine
is you really want to talk to someone with empathy
and as much as we can code it in there, you want to
talk to someone with real empathy instead of puppet
empathy. And this is what people are looking into
right now, blending in real emotions.”
For example, actualizing the second order
affordance “help seeking for personal issues” like in
the case of mental health problems led to
personalized advice for customers, but could also
result in job loss for human employees in the long
run. Tasks that require empathy and contextual
information were previously reserved for humans but
are now starting to be taken over by CAs. On the
other hand, many CAs are still very rudimentary and
therefore, can only answer a narrow range of
questions, which might lead to frustration on the
customer side. Humans are still much better in

contextualized tasks that require knowledge across
different areas and therefore, human employees
benefit from the drawback of CAs and safeguard
their employability.

4.3. Personal assistance
This affordance describes the CA offerings that
people could perform themselves but choose to
outsource to the CA. People that use CAs as personal
assistant are usually technology-affine and early
adopters of technology, they are very efficiency
driven and cost sensitive and want to optimize the
allocation of tasks to save time for the more critical
to-dos. For this affordance, we found two underlying
generative mechanisms.
People have less and less time despite the
technology support that facilitates many work
practices and processes. Many people fall into the
trap of escalating engagement where expectations
towards availability and responsiveness keep rising
[51]. Due to this time-poorness, they outsource some
of their tasks and use their CAs as a true personal
assistant. Second, people seek ways to increase their
own efficiency and effectiveness and do not waste
their time on administrative tasks. By interacting with
the CA they co-create value and improve their
communication, achieve better task management,
enhanced information retrieval, enhanced learning
and better data-driven decisions [52]. For example,
Sean the director of an AI association uses a diary
management CA which engages in an email
conversation with his contacts to find a suitable day
and time for him and his colleague to meet. He can
go back in the email exchange and follow the
conversation that the bot has with his colleague as it
is all in human-readable language. After the CA finds
a suitable time Sean explains that “a diary
appointment will turn up in the diary with all of the
information I need to turn up for coffee with
someone, or to meet someone on Hangouts or
Skype”. Several of our interviewees stated that digital
personal assistants will be commonplace in the
future. Rodger, the CEO of a company that develops
conversational platforms states: “At the moment
you've got bots that talk to humans and look stuff up
and I think in the next iteration is bots that talk to
bots, so I won't have to talk to 100 different bots with
all the different companies. I will only talk to mine,
you know? My bot's going to be called Fredrick or
something like that. I'll say hey Fredrick the Great,
do this for me. Now Fredrick knows all of my details
and what I want, doesn't release anything personal or
private, and deals with all of the other instances that
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Table 1 Overview of technology affordances and effects
First order
affordance

User characteristics
and intentions

Generative
mechanism

Second order
affordances

Self-servicing
“CA offerings that
users actualize to
get their questions
answered or tasks
fulfilled, which
they couldn’t do
without a
counterpart"

● need for immediacy
and pragmatism
● efficiency driven
● technology affine

● ubiquitous
● instantaneous
connectivity
solving of fact● instant gratification
based questions
● executing tasks

First-hand effects for customers
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Simulating a
human-like
interaction
“CA offerings that
engage people in a
caring, (non)taskoriented
communication”

personal assistance
“CA offerings that
people could
perform themselves
but choose to
outsource to the
CA”

● technology affine
•
● curious to try
technology
•
● appreciate natural
•
conversation
● require help through
the technology
● avoiding to be judged
by a human employee

mental health
issues
loneliness
micro-boredom

● technology-affine
•
● early adopters of
technology
•
● efficiency driven
● cost sensitive
● desire to optimize the
allocation of tasks
● desire to save time for
the more critical todos

escalating
engagements
increase
efficiency and
effectiveness

● Help-seeking for
personal issues
● Socializing
● mitigating boredom
● leveraging
anonymity

+
+
+
+

Second-hand effects for employees

shorter resolution time
improved customer service
higher convenience
cost and time savings
instant support
accurate, compliant and consistent
responses
improved efficiency
improved customer satisfaction
reduction of geographical barriers
customer frustration
wrong answers given

personalized, enjoyable
interaction
personalized, more accurate and
consistent advice and responses
available counterpart to mitigate
boredom
improved customer satisfaction

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

● relief from
mundane tasks

+
+
+
+
+
-

time savings
cost reduction
improved efficiency
increased convenience
more accurate information
data privacy issues
data security issues

-

reduction of mundane and
repetitive tasks
reduction of workload
focus on more complex cases
focus on relationship building
with customer
higher employee satisfaction
higher retention rate
threat of job loss
need to upskill
decrease in new hires
requires intensive CA training
role ambiguity
employees are prioritized for
problematic situations
employees are prioritized for
issues that require true empathy
reduction of workload
tasks that require empathy are
taken over by CAs
threat of job loss
threat of job loss
decrease in new hires

I need; doesn't need API integrations because it
uses conversational interactions.“
Personal digital assistants provide benefits such as
cost and time savings, increased convenience, and
personalized, and accurate information provision.
Sean notes “It saves me probably one to two hours a
week.” On the other hand, customers might face
privacy issue where bots get compromised and
personal data is leaking. Leveraging the personal
assistant skills of a CA has a direct impact on human
employees as the CA takes over the tasks of a
personal assistant at a much lower cost, which
particularly affects people with lower education
levels as outlined by the head researcher of a global
IT firm: “But I have a general concern around
technology that a lot of the jobs that don’t require a
lot of education will get automated. How do we deal
with that on a societal level.”
In our further analysis, we found that affordance
effects can occur in pairs (affordance effect pairs) and
that sometimes actualization of affordances did not
meet the expected outcome (affordance actualization
failure).
We saw that the actualization of the affordances
results in +/- first-hand effects for customers that are
associated with +/- second-hand effects for
employees, which we label affordance effect pairs.
In some cases the actualization of the technology
affordance led to disharmonizing first and second
hand effects. These could be positive effects for the
customers, but negative effects for the human
employee or negative for the customer but positive
for the human employee. For example, the
actualisation of "personal assistance” leads to time
savings for the customer but threatens the jobs of
human personal assistants as the CA takes over tasks
that fall under their responsibility such as scheduling
meetings or note-taking. In other instances, the
actualization of technology affordances led to
harmonizing first and second-hand effects. This
means that the actualization could lead to positive
effects for the user and other stakeholders. For
instance, the second-order affordance “executing
tasks” led to cost and time savings for the customer
and a reduction of mundane and repetitive tasks for
human employees.
Affordances can be constraining and enabling
[26] and therefore preventing or allowing an action to
be undertaken. However, in our case, supposedly
enabling affordances led to negative effects for the
customers due to the rudimentary capabilities of the
technology. We call this scenario an affordance
actualization failure referring to scenarios where
expected enabling affordances could not or only
partly be actualized and led to negative first-hand

effects for the user. This explains why users can
experience negative first-hand effects. Users would
most likely not actualize an affordance when they
would be aware of the following negative effects. For
instance, when a customer actualized the affordance
“instantaneous solving of fact-based questions”, but
the CA did not understand his intent, it would led to
frustration and waste of time for the customer.

5. Contributions,
future research

limitations,

and

We contribute to the existing theory of
technology affordances [8, 10, 28] in three ways.
First, we contribute to the discourse around the
relationship between affordance and outcomes [16,
39]. Responding to the call by Leidner et al. [16] to
further explore second-hand effects of technology
affordances, we found that the actualisation led to
various first- and second-hand effects for customers
as well as employees. Second, we introduce the term
affordance effects pairs and showed that first-and
second-hand effects can be harmonizing as well as
disharmonizing. Third, we coin the term affordance
actualisation failure, where people actualize an
affordance, which however leads to negative firsthand effects due to flaws in the IT artefact.
We also contribute to the CA literature [21, 22, 32] in
two ways. First, this paper introduces three CA
specific technology affordances [30], which are selfservicing, simulating a human-like interaction, and
personal assistance. They enable customers to
actualize second order affordances [16] such as
executing tasks and socializing and trigger first- and
second-hand effects. Second, we explain why CA
affordances are actualized leading to first and secondhand effects through generative mechanisms [39].
The findings of this research could be particularly
valuable for organisations that are currently
implementing or plan to implement CAs. First,
knowing about why customers actualise the different
affordances in order to satisfy their needs could help
managers to decide in which knowledge fields the
CA should be trained in. Second, the identified firstand second-hand effects allow managers to develop a
more people-oriented performance framework for
measuring the success of their CA implementation
projects. Consequently, organisations can gain
insights not only into the number of accurate and
compliant responses given by the CA, but also into
the number of more complex customer service cases
resolved by human employees and their satisfaction.
The study has limitations. First, whilst our
interviewees were directly involved in the
development and implementation of CAs, they could
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only describe the effects on the employees from their
perspective. Hence, particularly the identified
second-hand effects, which address effects on human
employees, need additional investigation. Second, the
findings are valid for external facing CAs, but are not
generalizable to internal facing CAs or CAs used at
home such as Alexa and Google Home.
The study also offers several avenues for future
research. Future research should further investigate
the suggested concepts of affordance effect pairs and
affordance actualization failures. Such research could
provide in-depth knowledge on how CAs affect
employees and customers. Researchers could also
adopt the different affordances to unpack why and
how different user types perceive and actualize the
affordances.
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